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Strategic
Service Excellence:
Plan Priority:
• Demonstrate Value for Money and Public Accountability

PURPOSE:
To provide the Corporate Affairs and Audit Committee (“the Committee”) with the Internal
Audit Report “Cell Phone Usage Compliance Audit”.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that the Committee receive for information the Internal Audit Report
“Cell Phone Usage Compliance Audit”.
REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS:
Introduction
Employees of Toronto Community Housing Corporation (“TCHC”) may be assigned a cell
phone, BlackBerry, MIKE (2-way radios) or an Air Card (collectively “Cell Phones”) for use
in the ordinary course of their employment when they enable employees to conduct the
corporation’s business needs efficiently.
Requests for TCHC - provided cell phones are made by the manager of a respective
Department or Operating Unit (“OU”) based on the needs of their unit and the job
requirements of the employee.
Cell phones are provided under a contract with Telus. TCHC’s contract with Telus expired
in the spring of 2013. It is being continued on a month to month basis, under the terms of
the original contract, and consistent with the City of Toronto contract where those terms
are better than the TCHC contract.
TCHC is participating within the City of Toronto’s RFP for a wireless service provider that
is scheduled to be released in late January or early February 2014.
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Engagement Objectives
The objectives of this engagement were to:
•
•
•
•

Evaluate whether employee usage of Cell Phones was in accordance with the Cell
Phone and Mobile Communications section of the Expense Reimbursement Policy
Procedures (“the Cell Phone Policy”);
Determine whether Cell Phone users were reimbursing TCHC for personal Cell
Phone use, as appropriate;
Assess whether Cell Phone devices ere being returned to TCHC prior to an
employee leaving the organization; and
Identify opportunities for improvement, as appropriate.

Conclusion
Based on our review, we concluded that there was general compliance with the Cell Phone
Policy.
However we also identified areas where internal controls could be strengthened. These
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Timely manager review of employee Cell Phone bills;
The review of managers’ Cell Phone bills;
Retention and storage of employee Cell Phone bills;
The receipt of Cell Phones from departing employees; and
The method of reimbursement of costs associated with personal use of TCHC Cell
Phones.

We believe that our recommendations, when implemented, will help improve the control
framework that governs the use of cell phones and other mobile communication devices.
The report requests management to explore a cost effective way of reducing the risk of
excessive personal cell phone calls being made during business hours.
The report also addresses the potential cost savings that may be achieved through
employee reimbursement for personal usage of TCHC “cell phones”.
IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS:
We believe that our recommendations, when implemented, will help to ensure that
employee usage of cell phones will comply with the cell phone policies at TCHC.

“Michael Vear”
Michael Vear, CPA, CA, CPA (Illinois)
Chief Internal Auditor
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Attachment:

1: Internal Audit Report: “Cell Phone Usage Compliance Audit”

Staff
Contacts:

Michael Vear ................................................................... 416-981-4065
Chief Internal Auditor
Michael.Vear@torontohousing.ca
Shae Lewis ..................................................................... 416-981-4220
Internal Audit Analyst
Shae.Lewis@torontohousing.ca

Appendix A
Internal Audit - Cell Phone Usage Compliance Audit
Management's Response
Rec.
No.

Recommendation

Agree
(X)

Disagree
(X)

Management Comments

Action Plan / Time Frame

1

Managers should demonstrate evidence
of their review of employees’ cell phone
bills by affixing their signatures and a
review date to the bills, subsequent to
receiving them from ITS-Telecom, but
before the receipt of the following
month’s bills.

X

A communication will be sent out to all management staff who review
and approve employee cell phone bills asking them to (i)
appropriately indicate on the cell phone bills their review of same and
(ii) approve their department's cell phone bills on a timely basis (e.g.
prior to the receipt of the next month's cell phone bills). Q2 2014

2

Managers’ Cell Phone bills should be
sent directly from ITS-Telecom to the
manager’s superior for review and
approval.

X

ITS will institute this change effective with the new electronic billing
system. It is expected this will be implemented Q2 2014.

3

Management should ensure that
adequate safeguards are in place over
cell phone bills to ensure that they are
stored and retained at the Departmental
or Operating Unit level, in accordance
with the Toronto Community Housing
Records Management Policy .

X

In the communication set out in our response to Recommendation #1
(above), we will include the requirement for managers to store and
retain their department's cell phone bills in accordance with the
TCHC Records Management Policy . Q2 2014

4

(a) The Manager’s Checklist: Exiting
Employees be updated to specifically
require Managers to obtain from
departing employees their TCHC issued
Cell Phone, as required;

X

The Manager's Checklist: Exiting Employees will be updated
immediately to reflect this recommendation. HR will conduct a more
comprehensive review of the off-boarding process which will include
a more fulsome review of this document. This process will be
completed by the end of Q2 2014.

(b) Steps be taken to ensure that a
Manager’s Checklist: Exiting Employees
is completed for each departing
employee and is placed in their
employee file;
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No.

Recommendation

Agree
(X)

Disagree
(X)

Management Comments

Action Plan / Time Frame

5

Management should consider revising
the Cell Phone/Mobile Communications
section of the TCHC Expense
Reimbursement Policy Procedures , to
include guidance on the course of action
to be taken by employees in reimbursing
TCHC for personal charges incurred on
TCHC-issued Cell Phones.

X

Management will review the applicable section of the TCHC
Expense Reimbursement Policy Procedures with a view to providing
more guidance to TCHC employees with respect to reimbursing
TCHC for personal charges incurred on TCHC-issued cell phones.
Q3 2014

6

The Cell Phone Policy be amended to
reflect an employee's or the employee's
manager’s responsibility to review
employee Cell Phone invoices for
excessive personal use during business
hours. This amendment should include
guidance with respect to:

X

The Cell Phone Policy will be amended as requested. Q3 2014

(a) what is considered to be "excessive';
and
(b) the development of a review process
that (i) is cost effective and (ii) reduces
the risk of excessive personal Cell
Phone calls made during business
hours.
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